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I would like to thank the BTMCV for inviting me to judge and all the exhibitors for showing. It has 
been a goal to visit Australia and I got to see some fantastic dogs and meet some wonderful 
people. Expectations met!!!  

 

 

PUPPY DOG 

 

1ST - BELIKOV FROSTBYTE (S: BULLROY FIRST DRAFT x D: SCARLETTORO WYLD 
VIOLET). Breeder: R WYLD. Exhibitor: R WYLD 

 

Brindle and White boy with a slight splash mark on his back, beautiful bone and 
substance, nice fill to head with appropriate profile, ear set is a little soft, perfect bite, 
good angles and straight front. On the large size. 

 

2rd - BELIKOV SPIRIT BOUND (S: BULLROY FIRST DRAFT x D: SCARLETTORO WYLD 
VIOLET). Breeder: R WYLD. Exhibitor: R WYLD 

 

Brindle and White boy who was a little shorter in back than first place.  Smooth 
profile, good fill, perfect bite. Good shoulder with straight front. Rear was a little 
straight. Nice substance but did not have the power of the first boy, also on large 
size. 

 

3RD - ROMIEREZ TAKE A CHANCE (S: SCHARDALE MASTER TOP GUN x D: ROMIEREZ 
SILVER FERN). Breeder: D HILL. Exhibitor: K & F WILLOX 

 

Red and White Smut, just 3 mth puppy. Flat profile, angles on the dog are very good. 
Front is straight with a lovely tail set. Bite is good. 

 

 

AUSTRALIAN BRED DOG 

 

1ST & DOG CHALLENGE- STARDOM GOLD RUSH (AI) (S: BULLYPINS KAIMOS (UK) X 
STARDOM GOLDEN GIRL. Breeder: J & B SCHOFIELD/M ELPHIC. Exhibitor: J & B 
SCHOFIELD/M ELPHIC 

 

Brindle and white male, good layback of shoulder, with straight on front. Rear has 
good bend of stifle. Length of foreface, good bone better in size than the previous 
class. 

 

 



 

 

OPEN DOG 

 

1ST & RES DOG CHALLENGE – CH HULIA IM A TIGER (S: BULLORD THINK BIG X CH 
HULIA GINGER CRUNCH). Breeder: V FRITH. Exhibitor: ALCANEEKA KENNELS 

 

Brindle and white male nicely marked, front is straight. Head has fill, with a long 
muzzle. Eye is a little kind eye, ears nicely set. Hock is short with agood bend of 
stifle. Loses his topline a little on the move, nice substantial dog who was slightly 
shorter upper arm, which is what made the difference for the challenge.  

 

 

BABY PUPPY BITCH 

 

1ST - FOREVAPALS PERFECT STORM (S: KAHMINS FIRE AND ICE x D: KAHMINS 
EVOCATIVE). Breeder: K HELLSTEN. Exhibitor: K HELLSTEN 

 

Black Brindle and White female in beautiful condition with a lovely shiny black coat, 
nice little package and as soon as she walked in the ring she stood out.  Nice 
Shoulder is a little short in upper arm, front is straight, bend of stifle is good, beautiful  
tight cat feet.  Good expression with fill, all the way down the long foreface.  Held 
topline all the way around.  For a young puppy moves well both ways. 

 

2nd - SPEIREAD ABERDEENS FINEST (AI) (S: CH VORTEX NIGHT SEEKER FROM 
BOROMIR x D: CH SPEIREAD ZILCH ZERO NADA). Breeder: T & D RUCH. Exhibitor: T & D 
RUCH 

 

Brindle and white female, rich colour, straight front, a little taller than the winner but 
pushed for first. Good bend of stifle, muzzle needs a little more fill which was the 
decider in the end. Very tidy little package. 

 

3rd - BELIKOV RUBY CIRCLE (S: BULLROY FIRST DRAFT x D: SCARLETTORO WYLD 
VIOLET). Breeder: R WYLD. Exhibitor: R WYLD 

 

Brindle and White female, good profile, ear set could be a little better.  Little on the 
shy side.  Good bend of stifle would prefer a little more length to upper arm.  Front is 
straight, good bone,  fill under the eye is good but could do with a little more to the 
end of the muzzle. 

 

 

JUNIOR BITCH 

 



1ST , BITCH CHALLENGE & BEST IN SHOW – BULLROY KISSEE MEE (S: HULIA GEORDI 
BOY x D: BULLROY WILD FRANKIE). Breeder: S & S HUMPHREY. Exhibitor: S & S 
HUMPHREY 

 

Exceptional white bitch who started out on the shy side. Good profile, with great 
angles at both ends of the bitch. Straight front with plenty of bone. Strong second 
thigh with a good bend of stifle. Well filled and length to the head with a decent eye 
and ear set. Bitch was uncomfortable on the table but came around once she was 
back on the ground. Held her beautiful topline and a nice mover both ways when she 
lifted her head. I would have taken this one home and why she won the Challenge. 

 

 

INTERMEDIATE BITCH 

 

1ST - SPEIREAD TENNESSEE HONEY (S: CH SPEIREAD TENNESSEE GOLD x D: 
SPEIREAD IGOTCA BLING). Breeder: T & D RUCH. Exhibitor: T & D RUCH 

 

White bitch with an absolutely piercing expression and good fill all the way down to 
the end of her muzzle.  Straight front, good shoulder and bend of stifle, holds her 
topline on the way round, moves good both ways coming and going when she 
decides to participate with her handler. 

 

2ND - CH SARILUDA FLASH DANCER (S: CH BULLACTIVE TWO MOONS x D: CH A FLASH 
OF SUNSHINE). Breeder: K HELLSTEN. Exhibitor: K HELLSTEN 

 

Another beautiful bitch with an absolutely piercing expression, nice good front and 
good bend of stifle.  Moved well going around, however just lost her topline very 
slightly on the move but good straight front.  Needs a little more fill at the end of her 
muzzle. 

 

3RD - BULLROY EIGHTY EIGHT CARRAT (S: HULIA IM A TIGER x D: BULLROY WILD 
FRANKIE). Breeder: S & S HUMPHREY. Exhibitor: S & S HUMPHREY 

 

Red and white smut, terrific bitch who is a little short in upper arm and needs a touch 
more fill to the end of her muzzle.  The rest is very nice with a good bend of stifle, 
short back and a correct topline.  Good profile with a nice ear set.  Lost to the other 
two only on the shorter upper arm. 

 

 

AUSTRALIAN BRED BITCH 

 

1ST - STONESOUR PARTY TRICKS (S: KAHMINS HARVEST MOON x D: URUBU MISS 
ELENA). Breeder: C KIDNER . Exhibitor: S BOVER 

 



Brindle and white female good front nice shoulder good fill to the end of her muzzle 
nice ear set.  Looking a little matronly and her top line just slacks off a little bit.  Nice 
solid strong bitch. Really liked this bitch but found out later she hadn’t long since had 
pups, hence her loose condition. Would have pushed for a higher place if in full show 
condition. 

 

 

 

2ND - CH SARILUDA BETTY BOOP (S: SPEIREAD REBEL YELL x D: SPEIREAD WHITE 
GOLD PENNY). Breeder: S MOILE. Exhibitor: R WAGNER 

 

Red and White smut nice front good top line however dips a little behind the wither.  
Decent bend of stifle.  Good fill to the end of muzzle, would like a little more profile.  
Good earset.   

 

OPEN BITCH 

 

1ST RESERVE BITCH CHALLENGE & R/UP BEST IN SHOW - SPEIREAD SHERBERT BOMB 
TATTOO (S: CH SPEIREAD TENNESSEE GOLD x D: VIRGCAPRO TATTOOED KENNEL). 
Breeder: T & D RUCH. Exhibitor: T & D RUCH 

 

White bitch with brindle head markings who could have been a little more lively in the 
ring.  Straight front, well angled rear with width in her first and second thigh.  Profile 
is good, ear set is a little soft, nice fill to end of muzzle. A little close going away and 
throws her front foot on the way back.  Overall a very nice bitch. 

 

2ND - CH KAHMINS ELECTRIC SKIES (AI) ET, JC, WPD (S: KAHMINS BADLESMERE BETE 
NOIRE (UK) x D: KAHMINS ORCHYD MOON). Breeder: K HELLSTEN. Exhibitor: E PERRY 

 

Black Brindle and White who was in beautiful condition and presented absolute first 
class.  Nice tight cat feet.  Nice gentle sloping profile.  Smaller type bitch with a 
strong second thigh.  Front is straight with a nice flow, however a little short in upper 
arm which is what cost her on the day.  Otherwise a beautiful little girl. 
 


